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1995 was 
nuclear war 
many people 
opposition*
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not only a year during which the threat and danger of 
loomed terrifyingly close, it was also a year during which 
turned their silent fear into vocal protest and active
I was one of those people*
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There are many wajts to participate in the peace movement, and it’s 
important that everyone should feel comfortable with what they’re 
doing. Here I would like to write a personal account of my involvement 
with direct action (which, of course, is valuable in many other
campaigns apart from disarmament) and my resulting imprisonment*
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* And although we haven’t yet closed down a base or
stopped cruise, there is no doubt that we are a thorn-in-the flesh 
of the warmongers - they have to take us into account when they make 
their plans (and sometimes their plans go the tiniest bit astray * * *)6 
Nonviolent direct action now helps us to gain practical experience 
for the day when there are more of us, arid shows the way to the many 
possibilities that will be open to us on that day^

we want to bring to public notice* When it goes well it helps 
feel our collective and individual strength because we’re 
something directly rather than humbly asking someone else to 
for us
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To me, direct action meand doing what we find necessary ourselves, 
with our own power, iather than handing over that power to self- 
styled governments and spending the rest of our lives floundering ‘ 
in legal channels* It doesn’t necessarily involve breaking the law, 
though it often does because the state, wanting our power for itself, 
has little x*oom for those who act outside it* This isn’t to deny the 
importance of other kinds of action, such as those which are aimed at 
communicating with the general population and whiwh can range from 
leafletting and flyposting to festivals and celebrations, but I 
think we are kidding ourselves if we think we can achieve anything 
more than a change of faces or the television through the ballot box* 

One of the first actions I took part in was the non-violent
blockade at USAF Upper Heyford last summer. I don’t want the base , 
(home of the F1 11 bombers) to be operational, and I felt that the 
clearest way I could make that point was by obstructing the way in 
with my body. Direct action is obviously etill mainly symbolic at 
the moment because there are not enough of us to actually stop the 
war machine, but I feel that it serves a number of useful purposes* 
It keeps the issue of disarmament alive - publicity can highlight 
both our determination to oppose war and focus on particular points 
which
us to
doing
do it
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radio interviews,
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being for 
pay, and when

I have produced a cassette about my experiences at Risley (which 
anyone interested can buy or borrow from me) and I hope to write a 
pamphlet too* Here I’ll just write briefly about some of what I 
found most horrible about a terrible place* I had prepared myself 
by thinking that it would be worse than I could imagine - and it 
was worse than I could imagine*
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I was arrested at Upper Heyford, along with over thirty people 
from Nottingham. (There were more than seven hundred arrests there 
altogether*) Although I had previously decided to avoid arrest,
I changed my mind (along with the rest of my affinity group) when the 
police told us that anyone who sat down again before five o’clock
would be arrested; I had travelled down to blockade and intended to do so or 
or I’d have felt that I’d wasted my time* This experience helped me
to overcome my fear of arrest because there were so many of us
together, and we actually had a good time in custody. I had to go
to court two weeks later - pleading guilty, (i did indeed "obstruct 
the highway") I was given a year’s conditional discharge and charged 
£25 court costs with 28 days to pay*

All control of my body was taken from me - I was told what to do 
’ ..«£•/ . MJ?

*

I wasn’t sure whether or nbt to pay these costs, so I delayed 
and gradually decided that I probably wouldn’t. Then I discovered 
that seven other Nottingham people who had been arrested at the 
same event were not going to pay, which made me feel a lot more 
positive about my decision. I had several reasons for not paying; 
I felt that, although technically "guilty", I had done the right 
thing by trying to obstruct war preparations and my refusal to pajr 
was partly a matter of principle. Also, I thought that a group of 
peace activists being jailed (the almost inevitable consequence of 
not paying) could gain valuable publicity for the disarmament move
ment and be a convenient peg for people to hang discussions on. 
This did indeed happen as we put a lot of effort into publicizing 
what was going on, including organizing a demonstration outside the 
Guildhall on the day of the first jailing. Because we were prepared 
to face jail, we hoped that it might persuade other people who were 
already committed to peace but hadn’t yet taken part in direct action ♦
to consider the possibilities of doing so, and some of our handouts 
publicized other actions that people could join. Then I felt 
personally that if I was going to become more effective politically
I would have to face up to my fear of prison.

• r

’ Those of us who were refusing to pay foimied agroup and worked 
together to support each other and organise around our trials and 
prison sentences. I found myself doing quite a lot of things I 
had either little or no experience in, such as giving
and I learned a lot from all this.

1

Three people were imprisoned before me, my summons
December 9th. In court I was given a final chance to
I refused I was sentenced to five days. I was sent to Risley to 
serve my time, and after a while in the cells under the Guildhall
I was driven up there by panda car.



and when to do it. This included how to wear my earstuds, how 
to wash myself and when to clean my contact lenses. Being admitted 
equalled being sexually assaulted. I was made to strip completely, 
and was given a detailed and humiliating search. All this, combined 
with trying to find my way through a maze of unexplained rules 
and a total lack of privacy made me feel degraded and powerless.
I was shocked by the hatred of the screws towards the world - 
they did more than just their jobs, they were powered by the energy 
of their violent hatred. I was upset by the fates of the other 
prisoners; I could cope by thinking that I’d be out soon, but some 
women had been sentenced to several months or more, whilst others 
were on remand and didn’t know whether they’d be found guijty or
not, and if so, how long their sentences would be. I couldn’t 
imagine how they could survive without suppressing and then losing 
the parts of themselves which have to do with sej.f-respect, caring 
and feeling.

At this point I’d like to mention letters. When you’re imprisoned, 
- receiving a letter makes an unimaginable difference to how you

feel. Apart from visits so brief and occasional as to-be almost 
non-existant, letters are about the only point of contact with the 
outside world. So if anyone reading this knows anyone in prison, 
please write to them, preferably only on one side of the paper so 
that they can use the other side - in Risley, women could receive 
letters without their numbers on them.

When I had completed my five month-long days, I underwent another 
horrific search and was eventually escorted to, and dumped outside, 
the main gates. My feelimgs changed rapidly from bewilderment to 
euphoria when I met friends waiting for me. But, despite warnings, 
I wasn’t really prepared for the depression, confusion and inability 
to handle pressure which soon followed. However, after an easier 
outcome to my Stop the City trial three days later, a restful week
end and a lot of caring from my friends I felt all right again. 
Now my confusion and fear have turned to anger; and I am angry angry 
angry for all those women still trapped inside a system which labels 
them criminal and then, on increasingly trivial charges, imprisons 
them in hell holes which care so little about them that they take 
half an hour to answer an alarm bell; and I am angry angry angry 
against a system which sees fit tcb build weapons of mass destruction 
and then imprisons those who dare challenge it.

If my five days inside were to intimidate me from taking further 
actions, they will have been pointless. So I am and shall be 
continueing to protest in whatever way seems appropriate against 
the state which steals parts of peoples lives and rots them in 
prisons, which is the same state which is planning the nuclear 
destruction of all our lives.

A slightly shorter version of this article first appeared in GHFi.

My love and thanks to all those friends who gave their support during 
my imprisonment, especially those who looked after my daughter. 
And thanks to everyone who sponsored our jailstays - the money raised 
will be used to meet indirect expenses incurred by people who get 
arrested in antinuclear activity in the future.

Contact: Chris, Box C, Mushroom, 10 Heathcote St, Nottingham. 
All Power To The Central Heatingsystem!
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Eating a Friend
It fights me

It lives
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cold, achin 
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t your hand and you cry out with the 
crying too because

itself around my speech; 
y eyes that
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And theytell me 
And I $ee

r;

someone elses heart,

I lie here,
every nerve it bites; knawin 
writhing it slides over me and entwines itself around every limb, 
every vein, from my face outwards. 
Every ounce of self persuation
shattered;
blasted in it’s stride.
It comes from within me, some death dreamer's soul 
has been born in an atom of my mind, 
from somewhere intangeable it grows, 
not on my dying flesh, 
but on the deepest, darkest fears
that would have sent all reason, all
comprehension, fleeing for cover in

had I released it before now.
So it coils : 
black corrosion; around
and dispise
I am not an island. And I §ee 
in the water that washes the awful spaces 
between our words,
sickly black oil that coils 
through your hair; as through 
via my hating bridge; by 
because I love you; and it seeks a way in; 
because I love you; you’re rushing to help me
I
of pulling me out. And I’ 
I’m pulling you in.
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y birth, you have give;
Through my life it has been forced upon 

makes me open
to force me to drea 
enough to wake

Everywhere I go I a 
house of your God
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reminded of it
" Tables of death and 

The body of a dead man who died and rotted in his drea 
your Christ.

11 e your dream.
e with a pressure, that 

See what you are dreaming and trying 
e it is a nightmare which i 

unken, thoughtless sleep.
Sinister buildings, the 

indless worship, your alter, 
, the bread of

From ;
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horrific

II
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my eyes and see 

But to
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II , and you shall rot in it, not I. My 
s and you will realise that you 

don’t have’to be servants to be a good caring human being. You will
His dream is now your drea 

eyes are open and I can see, open your
see that you don’t have to be Christian to be kind and loving

Finally. In the name of what is all this death?
>-•’ • •
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BehAiJ. it- rriAy Be thAt A rniutAR^ HospitAL dill Be Built -to 
tAte AmeRvcAn CASuALties Of A EuRofeAN WAR a BUT a local. toRy
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AL We, 
-them Rising up 
ujitH them our

rtAN'ted a couPce of us 
UP To me house , but 
INrtXuieu) Before me 
Then SuRROUNdEx) w_ 
tNCLDDiNq OUR SUPPORT

we SAW 
us ahj

meN tiONin
HCARU Of 
(jdN£\ INC

He uiexjt 
we
ueAve us

BeiNg dumped By
RtL€ASed
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AB^ut One o'clock . RAvio NottiNqhAm TuRNtd up. The
to come out .but we wouldn't
ONLy mANAged to sn a ten A Bit
mooPLOdS CAme And Asced hin^ to LeAve.fhey 

House SO tHAt NO-ONe CoULd geT IN OR OUT; 
Peofue who uuene t«.y\Nc brinc, us DAter 

(so tHAt we co uu) Plush meioo.1) S° we SHou+ed an infeeuiew feom 

the windows of me House, ANd meN

finish It off.

A Uttce LAttR , Pour moRe womeN
biRmiNCHAm ARmved , Ana HAd QRCAt
to tHRow us food mKougH me windows.... but X
TheiR Aim WASN't too accuratc. They teled (
PASSING, Stuff ON A LDNt POLC ... UNt|L the ph

Modplods tooK the HOIX. we all cneeRed when 
they mANACED to qet A Box of cnocoLAtes to us;

Then they disAPpeAKed .... ANd it tuRNed our
LAteX th At theyc) QonR 'Nto The 6AS£ Arid HAd
Been Picked up.

Rest of me AftexNooM we SAnc And PLAged
convince the Chief modPLod tkAt we ReALLg wexeN 
Let him iN . No mAtttR Hou mvcH he Smited And 
to LCAve AfttX He'd HAd A

O’CLOCK. uue RCLEA^ed the

into me wiNd All

meosAges of PeAce
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me mooFLcds At me PeRimeTtx feNce. They'd Been 
uoitHovT CHARge. Time was moving on, Anu so we 

me House And PRtPAReo) to move out-

CftiLLoeLL womens
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CAme in Ana Mid we couud Qo....

Ihty pur US in -the VAO And Dumped US OUTSldfc toe. BASe.
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UNuoAoeu us
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All of us feut it hAd e>eew a HeAixy successful action , Both 
in -tcsws op local. ps.ess coveR/ce , an<j coNfounDmc the Police. 

But moRc impoRTAnt than chat, in

£gom QReeNhAm - To local PeoPLg Takinc, action m
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UNLESS toeq west ARRtSTiNg US. They SAW we w^xc ON nmutARy 
LAOd Anu toey Wtxe dETAtoing us» And StARLtd to Bun^lc tne 
fiRSt womtNi into -the vAn.

So we sal dowN , And they dRAgged us onc by onC in to The van .
One- WOmAN hit HtR HtAd P6 She WAS tofcowN INto -the VAn. TherJ
They dROVe US tHKouQH'the bA5e. IT WAS Vt&g QUIET BUT

BuiLdiNg z^nu We covtRed our Pales witH scarves^
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Freedom Press last year 
Why Work?’ an anthology of
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For example:
published
anarchist writing which had nothing 
from the last twenty years. Nothing on 
the present technological
nothing on the new social
claimants, nothing on the
analysis of waged work.

to these symbols to provide a safe 
stereotype for their existence. They 
are ritual symbols comparable to a 
football supporters club or a 
religious sect:’Smash the State’, red 
and black banners, scarves, badges, 
’whoever you vote for the government 
gets in’, the A in a circle symbol. . 
This would all be a reasonable' joke 
if it hadn’t now been taken up by the 
’new generation’ of anarcho punks 
with their own black and tattered 
variety.
Clearly, the mythology isn’t dead yet 
but its becoming increasingly
obvious that the politics and theory 
of anarchism died in the 1930s along 
with Spanish republic, socialism, and 
the rest of the 19th century workers 
movement.
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Radical politics (what?!) these days 
seem to have slumped once again into 
knee-jerk responses to the easiest
targets. Anti nuclear, anti vivisection 

u.

nice reasonable issues. We are no 
longer asking questions about our own 
lives or about where these politics 
are going because we’re caught in the 
endless round of wondering about the 
next demo, the next direct action.

Anarchism has come up as an
ideological flavour of the moment,
the latest ism to act as a security 
blanket. It is beautifully suited to 
providing a role for a revolutionary 
elite. Persecuted by Left and Right 
the anarchist becomes the martyr who 
never has to produce a self definition 
but can rest smuggly contented by
everyone elses hatred. This hides the 
fact that the anarchist movement is 
the most narrow minded of all.
Dispite protests that anarchy has had 
a bad press, that it isn’t really 
about chaos and men in cloaks with 
bombs, anarchist groups still cling

ft I 

»I

I

Anarchism has gained its recent phoney 
credibility by a superficial 
attachment to revolutionary actions 
whether of the late sixties or the UK 
riots around 1981. We can be sure that 
the workers councils of Paris and Prague 
and the black youth of Britain would be 
the first to piss on the huddles of self 
enclosed anarchists.

The biggest irony has come with the 
present womens peace movement. Only by 
latching on to their tail can the 
anarchist movement hide the fact that 
the women have put into practice 
decentralised, autonomous, daily, 
non hierarchical politics which the 
anarchist movement wanted to monopolise 
(without ever creating it).

Stung with jealousy, the security begins 
to crumble. Perhaps now we will be able 
to put the lid back onto the trashcan 

of history and leave the anarchist 
movement rotting there.

Smash the
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As she saw how simple it was, she became fluttering, green and 
windswept, because at the time she was sitting under an ash tree.

give to < II
"I give to you, 

e"
and you

(Ohi Fiddle de dee!)

II IIlover to lover proclaiming
the fact, or whether I'm steeped, stagnating, in my bed all day, 
waiting for death.

♦ *1

"It's not give and take,
it's give and recieve."

• *• . J* * •

• • _• ••

It was. We seek all our lives to parcel, 
to each other,

Those 'in love',
I water my cactus

But I water it anyway.
I'm still alive, whether I rush fro

lable and post it off
But it never leaves us and never stays.

those 'at war', they're all looking for it. 
. It seems to grow whether I water it or not.

"What day is it today?" he asked.
"Wednesday", replied his sister, squatting on the bed,

making up car number plates. •
And with that he got up and went to the bathroom, as 

though it were somthing he only ever did on a Wednesday.9

ofThere is NOTHING at the end

II

"I've got something to tell you", she thought to herself, but 
you're so full of shit it'd all spill saturate over. You're so 
ce_Cain of your way that were I to prove your God didn't exsist, that 
you could be ugly too if you wanted (There's no ultimate punnishment 
you know!) you'd disappear in a puff' of pink eu de cologne body 
spray!

So instead, she turned and watched the lights go out,reflected 
in the black water. And as the last yellow flame disappeared,, the 
water seemed to vanish too.

LOVE IT!
"I' II inform you-that your God is DEAD!" 

Gideon's Bible."Your politics is 
the tide is

so sorry,but I have to
he writes inside the cover of the 
ever changing, whether you seek revolution of stalemate, 
carrying you. Flow and

LOVE IT!"
Tommorow's water babies ight not like the plans you have

sacrificed today for.
Doesn't that make you feel good?!! You've gone a little pale

Here sit down, take a rest. A
good long look. It’s
going on, whether you think you've stopped it or
started it.
Look out of the window and it's there.
Rush ot and try to catch it and it's

I

gone. 
LOVE IT1
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I want to write about what happened to a friend and I, but Itfcs with a certain 

reticence that I do it, for fear that what I write will be taken wrongly _ as an

attack,which I hope it is n’t.
Over the summer months I worked as a casual in a wholefood shop. The casual workers 

•»

are not full-time members of the collective they’re more like extra hands, to ease " . . I.
off the load from collective members.lt is also very useful for the casual workers

; ecause it means getting a bit of extra cash, but not having the worries of being a 
a

f- 11 ti~ worker. I quite enjoyed working in the shop because it meant meeting new 

p? pie,and also working in an environment in which I didn’t always have to feel on
j/uurd about my behaviour. Ifelt that I could say when I did n’t like something,and

could also joke about things and feel quite relaxed. It made me feel quite 

working collectively.

good about
» . 9 •

I was really surprised then, when I walked into the shop one day, and was told that
there was no work that week _  knowing full well that the shop was often desperately

in need of extra help, and feeling that I should come in regularly in respect of this
Iwas then told that the workers did n’t like my attitude, and that perhaps I ought to 
leave it for now. I felt quite confused, and didn’t really know what to say.The only 

f ' •

hint I got was that they didn’t like having to tell me what to do,because it made them 
feel like managers on a shop floor....I thought I’d leave it for a while, but could n’t 
work out wkaixild where I’d gone wrohg.

A couple of days later I discovered that a similar thing had happened to another 
casual worker __ but to her it was made obvious that they didn’t want her to work 
in the shop any more.  I forced myself to reallise that this was infact being said 
to me.I felt angry because nothing had been said straight out, I’d been given no concrete

♦

reasons for my dismissal. I phoned up the shop: • No,no they did want me to work there, 
• * ' L’* i •' •

it was more T than me ( T being the other casual )• They didn’t want me to take it
personally.’ When I spoke to T , they told her it was more that they didn’t like my
behaviour than hers

 that way no refferals could

be made to either of us, and basicaly we wantdd straight answers as to why we’d been
We. decided to go and meet the collective together

s

members.lt


the same problems

 

dismissed.We spoke of how we felt they'd behaved worse than in straight jobs where at 
least you get some warning of your dismissal.We tried to find out exactly why we'd 
been dismissed, but the reasons were ones that all casuals encountered ( as we later 
discovered ) ; such as not always knowing what needed doing in the shop, or doing 

r ‘  * • . .
certain things wrong, because we were n’t in the shop much.That they felt we were n’t 
committed, but then the

no responsibilities. We
*

shop when feeling tired
Although we’d been

nature of our employment prevented commitment, since we had
however felt we were committed in that we had both been to the 

oer ill, because we knew how much they needed people.
told it was n’t personal we started to think it was. Casuals

called a meeting which we attended. They felt worried that this abrupt dismissal 
•* < 

.’*'**• ? I > • • *

could happen to them.When we compared notes we all felt that we had

when working in the shop.
After this I attended with collective members and casuals, to

things could best be handled in the future.How more briefing should
before they started working in in the shop. How certain collective members should fee

* ■ . *.»",■ • -

responsible for dealing with the problems of casuals in.the shop, and so on.
the shpp again, and it
heirachical institution
I had n’t been the 

had too many hopes 
into account

try and decide how 

be given to casuals

I left the meeting feeting quite sad. I would never work in 
J ■ .* ■ ‘ ‘ ■ ■-

seemed somehow that what had happened could have happened in any
i felt that I’d been reprimanded for the way I behaved, and that

• *

super ef tcient shop assistant that was required.I felt that I’d
< s

about collective working. That ideally it was to work together, takin

aach others capabilities and needs. That the end point was not to get as much money
• • • • , *

as possible, but to make ends meet#— to survive — and ( in this case ) to provide good 

food for people.
I really hope that we can somehow combine the monetary system which is imposed on 

us ,with co-operation. Or is that money forces us to behave as profiteera, interrested 
only in efficiency and competition? It seemed that money was the key to our dismissal; 
The collective was in trouble, needed money, needed good efficient work. It was no 
longer possible to have people working in the shop who agreed with the ideals, but were 
not Maki working in the manner required. I feel certain that it is possible to organise 
collectives, so that the work is done properly whilst being aware of the needs and

” ■ r • r- % - ■ • *

capabilities of all the workers. There is a big gap between the idealss that we hold 
and the practce of them. It is only by working on ourselves that we will ever manage 

•* - « r* *. • * • • •*

to get rid of the attitudes that have been forced upon us by a capitalist state.



NUCLEAR POWER AND ALL
THAT STUFF’ 

Nuclear power is an issue that has been with us for some time 

now,but it has had a recent revival of interest with the first 
anniversary of the Sizewell enquiry.What prompted me to write 
was the sight of a child wearing an AEA(Atomic Energy Authority) 
badge reading ’Ice-Age No Thanks’ and portrayed a blue shivering 

figure.This is part of a concerted effort to maintain public
• • * * • *

acceptance of nuclear energy.
. • • . ‘ ** . 1 • • • r-•

The case for nuclear power rests on the assumption that 
we will have a continually expanding energy demand which will
need to be met by new energy sources.They suggest that without

• • • " . • ■ ,

it we will descend into the dark ages and therefore anyone who 
opposes such- forms of energy is seen as somebody who wishes us 

all to go back to the land and live in some idyllic utopia. 
This of course is not the case,nuclear alternatives are being 
pushed at the expense of all other possible sources of energy. 
The relevance of ever increasing economic growth is itself open 

to question, since even with renewable energy sources the planet 
cannot sustain the continued plunder of its limited resources. 
Also while we appear to become wealthier at these times the gap 
between rich and poor never closes and Third World nations have 
to be massively exploited and repressed in order to maintain a 

% '* ’ - ■ • . ’ i. -4 ‘ *•,’ • r • * * ’ ’ . ' - ' ' ' ' ,

cheap supply of raw materials(which is why the U.S is not 
interested in trying to support any sc called democracies). 
A whole new way of thinking is necessary for us to survive and 
this must come from — fusion of anarchism,feminism and the Green
movement.



Back to arguements in their own terms.The urgent need, 

for increased energy supplies is not so urgent as expected.
* % •••***# * •••.*< * • ••V* **.«•• •/. • . - • * • - • *

Energy consumption has declined in the last 8 years due to
the world recession.This means estimates for demand have contin- 

. • • • ** • ‘ / • • ’ - * f• • ••. y , • . / •. r. ,.•’** • 1 • • »*' * •

ually had to be revised downwards so that some estimates suggest 
that by the year 2000 we will be consuming no more energy than 
we are now.This will be due to limited econimic growth increasing 
conservation of energy and increasing costs.The view that more 
energy means more growth and hence more jobs is not very sound 

•• _

since incresed energy consumption is more a sign of the incresing 
use of high tech machinery and inevitably a decline in the

number of jobs.
Thus we have seen programs for nuclear expansion diminish 

in size.However there is still a stong desire to build an FBR 

(Fast Breeder Reactor) which when in operation turns otherwise 
• M ? • ” ’ * *" * • ' •_ • * •

useless Uranium 238(the major part of the worlds Uranium)into 
valuable Plutonium,this is important because of the rapidly 
declining amounts of Uranium 235.This is the area receiving 

most investment and research facilities.lt is still however
fraught with problems,and in operation would be highly dangerous 

’ •

due to the explosive type of reactions taking place.lt would
• i ‘ ‘ ‘ ' •

also mean transporting large amounts of weapons grade material 
around the country,making it vulnerable to terrorist attack
(what bigger terrorists are there than the government!?).

With all these problems why do governments continue to

expand their program?.?

• : ■, •: . • 
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facilities.lt
place.lt


' The first nuclear power stations were built almost entirely
for military purposes,since Britain wanted to develop its own

• •

independent nuclear weapons.The nuclear industry is still entwined
with the military, and an FBR would simply increase the availability 

. *> « ’ / ' ' ' '* • . ‘ % * 4 ’ ‘ ' ” •

of high quality weapons grade material.The link is far stronger 
in the U.S.A where the military has a dominant position in the
economy.More direct benefits are available,in terms of government.

4 -I. ',' ' . ' , •

Increasing use of nuclear power reduces dependency on-'coal
and hence on the miners(something that all governments wouldm
like to do whatever their shade). It also leads to increasing centra*’ 
lisation of power.This is because power stations of this type
have to be very large in capacity in order to have a chance

•. * * • . *’ i • • • '•*.'/ *' .* ♦ V

of making any money, it also helps place control i^i an ever 
• • ’ * \ ' • •

decreasing number of technocrats hands.Increasing’control will
*$*.*•• •

be necessary to prevent ’terrorists1 getting their hands on
it or trying to blow up one of the installations.Increased

po ers of surveillance and arrest(as well as para-military
police on site)will help strengthen the ability of government
to remove what liberties we have and allow greater interference

• •. * - ' • • • • ’ *' • ' •- ' ‘ ' ** ' ' • ,' > " ' 7 4 ‘ ‘ . • * ’ r' . , . •' •' ■ *' .*• *

and political repression in our lives.
There are alternatives wind,tidal,thermal,solar,bio-mass

(methane provided by fast growing river plants)and hydrogen
(as a replacement for petrol etc.)are some of the alternatives
being worked on at the moment.Only a tenth of the amount spent
on nuclear research is spent looking into alternatives,which

in conjunction increased efficiency in coal and oil burning
• * ■ r ♦ * , * .v i ‘ ' , , • • «< * ' '. ‘ ‘ •

power stations(where potential savings are enormous)could carry
us into a sustainable(and renewable)energy future!It is also
worth noting that double-glazing installed in every building
in the country could save more energy than is currently PRODUCED •
BY NUCLEAR ENERGY at present,it would be comparatively cheap
and provide far more work than the nuclear industry(and this

• ♦ • * * , " t * * ‘ • . . •.
* 1 w 9 I* • * . .• * f I *. * .

is without taking into account other forms of insulation).
* - v*’ ’ • * • 4 *’•••/*••. A r * * . L( . < * >• . t ’ i . •• . ’ ... * * •• • ’ , • •

A lot has been said about the possibility of power provided
by fusion(as opposed to fission) ...This is the reaction htat
is’ taking place in the sun and pouring out its huge quantities 

T . * ■ ’ ’ * * . r ■ • 4 4- .v * •

of energy.Its only’application1 so far is in hydrogen bombs!
It releases massive amounts of energy and runs on hydrogen(which

* ■- ' . ■ f V :* ' ‘ * J: '4 „ . • •'*. ’ , • ■ . -v’ /’■ ’ - -”*» >•;; . ‘ • ' •' • ? • 1' * - * ' I

is easily obtained from water.Sounds great but the technical
• ‘ * * • ’ . •- ’ * , • • •’ •. : * . t ’’ .Ji \ <

problems involved in trying to control the release of energy
and turn it into a form that is useable are enourmous.With
these problems it is unlikely to be around in time to fill

• • •* ’ • • . . •  ' • •* '% • . • *• • . ' . 7/*^ S ■* > Y. ‘ f * •*' • • •
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the so-called energy gap when it occurs.Also it DOES produce
a highly radioactive by-product calledtritium.The plants themselves 

would be highly dangerous(it is like detonating a serioas of
hydrogen bombs).It does not offer any radical solutions to
the problems of an authoritarian and centralised society.

Pollution is one of THE MAJOR problems with nuclear power.
It is a problem that worries the government since with increasing 
publicity people are inreasingly reluctant to have waste disposed ’ . ’ ‘ • ... ■ *'' % . • ; %

• t

near them.We saw the recent case of BNF(British Nuclear Fuels)empty 
ing toxic waste into the Irish Sea.Greenpea.ee were slammed for

trying to stop this although they discovered that nearby beaches 

were highly radioactive(and it is worth remembermg that in
reality there is no safe limit since the affects are cumulative) . 

There is no safe way to dispose of.lt and the waste remains a 

threat for thousands of years.Its worth noting government attempts 

to limit information since reports from Russ i a suggest there • •
was a melt down in one of their plants killing hundreds of
people/immediately,with thousands more dying through radiation
related diseases and leaving the ground for hundreds of miles
around barren.These claims have been dismissed by senior members * « . •- .' ’ . . -
of the AEA as impossible thus backing up the Soviet government. 
However it would not be impossible for a state with so much

control over cornmunication( a warning!).

To sum up the problems of nuclear energy:-
1.Radioactive waste is lethal for thousands of years and is
NOT safely disposable.
2.Increased state control and interference.a
3.Increasing centralisation into the hands of a small technocratic 

I

minority.
4. More expensive energy costs.
5. Danger of melt down(as almost happened at 7 mile island).
6.Increased risk of accident involving transport of nuclear waste. 

7.Danger of 'terrorists’.

do not be fooled though,it is possible to have huge areas
of land covered with windmills etc. thus maintaining centralisation 

and control.Diversity and dispersal of energy sources is important 
in order for us to ensure community control and increasing removal 

of the state functions!

Sea.Greenpea.ee
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